University of Cincinnati College of Medicine Office of Research

News for the week of February 10, 2020

UC Health Office of Clinical Research.
The Office of Clinical Research is excited to announce that all UC Health recruitment materials have undergone a rebranding process. The rebrand looks great and there is a renewed emphasis on succinct and condensed language. Click here to view an example tear pad with appropriate text length. For more information, please contact Miranda Gulasy at Miranda.Gulasy@uchealth.com.

Associate Dean of Graduate Education Applications due Feb 18th.
The College of Medicine is seeking an Associate Dean for Graduate Education from the current faculty, with the vision and leadership skills to direct the transformative growth of graduate education towards training the next generations of innovators, scientists and teachers. The Associate Dean will lead the Office of Graduate Education in the strategic areas of (1) curricular development that is responsive to the changing scientific environment; (2) outreach to corporations and external institutions for experiential learning outside of academia; (3) sustaining and enhancing efforts at attracting an appropriately diverse applicant pool and (4) furthering initiatives towards multi-/inter- and transdisciplinary learning. Applications are due by Tuesday, February 18, 2020. Email sheehabe@uc.edu for more information.

Write Winning Grant Proposals.
This widely acclaimed seminar comprehensively addresses both practical and conceptual aspects that are important to the proposal-writing process. Emphasis is given to such things as idea development, identification of the most appropriate granting agency, how to write for reviewers, and tips and strategies that are of proven value in presenting an applicant’s case to reviewers. Regardless of the agency, participants are taught to write with a linear progression of logic, which leads reviewers through their applications. Strategies designed to merit a fundable priority score are emphasized. There is a $75.00 fee which covers the cost of the participant’s copy of The Grant Application Writer’s Workbook. This seminar takes place on Monday, March 16, 2020 from 8-5pm in Lindner Hall, Room 1410. Register: https://eventactions.com/eareg.aspx?ea=Rsyp&invite=gjyk2pg470wz4retjk53dbjw8g07nhk92f8ej6b8xyezu0ntmrb8

Content to submit? Click here: https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W